IMPALA FLASHBACK (ETFBIMP0)
For 2001 and newer vehicles

FRONT OF
VEHICLE

REAR OF
VEHICLE

The Flasher mounts to a flat area of the inner trunk
support directly below the passenger side trunk lid hinge base.
Mark and drill the tow mounting holes (3/16") in the
inner trunk support using the flasher as a template.
Install the flasher using two 3/16" pop rivets.
Locate the wire harness that has the tow matching
plugs in it.

Red/Black Wire

FLASHER MOUNTING
POSITION

Pull the wire harness connector apart and connect
to the mating plug in the flasher.
NOTE: Any 2001 Impala Police Vehicle manufactured
before January 2001 may not have the proper connectors
int the wire harness to connect to the flasher. Please call
SoundOff Signal for technical assistance.

There should be a Lt. Blue wire located under the glove
compartment. This is the flasher on/off wire. Connect the Lt. Blue wire
to a switch. Connect the other end of the switch to a source of +12Vdc.
Note: Red/Black Wire is an Auxiliary Output to control Package
Tray Lights. Refer to Figure below.
15 Amp Fuse
Customer Supplied
Relay

WARRANTY

FLASHBACK

Diode (1N4001)

Package Tray Lights

SoundOff Signal warranties the ETFBIMP0 solid state electronic flasher system for 5 years from the date of
purchase, to the original purchaser, against any manufacturer's defects or workmanship. This warranty applies only
to units installed according to manufacturer's installation instructions and operating within the units specification.
SoundOff Signal's obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing or exchanging the unit. SoundOff Signal will
not be liable for any incidental or consequential damage. Warranty is void if the unit was misused, neglected,
unauthorized alterations or repairs performed, improperly installed, or incorrectly wired. SoundOff Signal retains the
right to be sole mediator of what constitutes defects in performance or manufacturing.
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